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Springtime …

…a pure blaze of color. 
It blooms, it smells and gives 
Eppan a coloured veil. Enjoy 
our spring events from March 
to May, such as our castle 
festival at Hocheppan or the 
streets enjoyment on the 
red carpet.

EVENT 

TIP!

ACTIVE
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When the sun’s rays start becoming 
warmer again and nature slowly 

emerges from its hibernation, the land-
scapes around Eppan are characterised 
by soft green hues and apple trees in full 
bloom. This is when we humans feel that 
same need to start moving more again, to 
get rid of things that have been weighing 
us down and to let our energy flow freely 
once again. Bring your body and mind 
back into harmony. Take time out at 
one of our designated places of power 
and renewal, and find inner calm in the 
inspiring natural and cultural landscape 
of Eppan on the South Tyrolean Wine 
Route. Feel the energy and escape every-

day stress. Eppan’s natural landscape 
is the basis of the entire initiative and 
stands at the centre of all the offers and 
products made available. The events in-
clude exploring the surrounding area 
by hiking with fellow nature lovers, 
discovering roots and flowers with a 
knowledgeable herbalist and helping 
an Eppan farmer process and enjoy the 
farm’s home-made delicacies. A wide 
range of balance initiatives allows you 
to gain valuable insight into the healing 
power of nature, learn exercises that 
relax body and mind, and discover tasty 
treats made from all-natural ingredients. 
Many of Südtirol Balance’s partners from 

Eppan are already fully prepared to get 
their guests ready for spring thanks to 
an enjoyable and healthy lifestyle.

Südtirol Balance: healthy and 
delightful living
Feeling your own body, finding inner 
peace, challenging your mind or simply 
giving in—what helps you regain your 
inner balance? With a series of events 
that take place every day of the week from 
April to June, various experts run special 
initiatives dedicated to three core themes: 
nature, taste and discovery.

Step healthily 
into spring with 
Südtirol 
Balance
Feel good all around. In 
spring, Eppan is part of the 
“Südtirol Balance” series of 
events, which focuses on 
relaxation and well-being 
for body, mind and soul.

TASTE AND ENJOY
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Sensory experience in the Montiggl forest
Hiking with culinary highlight
When the Montiggler forest changes its winter dress for vibrant 
green tones, nature lover Alberto is drawn there: through the 
reed belt of the Montiggler Lake, the Montiggl forest to Joben-
bühel, past glacier cuttings and the swamp- and peat landscape 
of Langmoos. The experienced hiking guide will tell you all 
sorts of interesting facts about the history and flora and fauna 
of the Montiggl forest. Those who travel with him rediscover old 
healing knowledge and learn many practical tricks for everyday 
life. Nature can do a lot of things.
Afterwards we will dive into the calming forest atmosphere 
together with our expert for alpine forest bathing Martina. With 
conscious movements and exercises you will find your way to 
conscious breathing and get to know the relaxing effect of nature. 
Experiencing, feeling and smelling trees, bushes, mosses and 
much more consciously - this has a wonderful effect on body, 
mind and soul.

When: 24th April, 29th May, 12th June
Meeting point: Big parking lot at Lake Montiggl,
Montiggl | Eppan
Cost: 39 euro per person
Maximum number of participants: 20 persons
Registration at Eppan Tourist Office required

A day in the castle garden
On the trail of herbs
Whether gentle remedies, balm for the soul or culinary pleasure 
- herbs are pure elixirs of life. During a guided garden tour with 
herbal expert Hildegard you will learn all kinds of interesting 
facts about the power of plants and herbs.
In a short hike through Mediterranean scrubland along the 
former Via Claudia Augusta you continue to Hocheppan Cas-
tle, where you can learn all about the origins, effects and use 
of medieval medicinal plants in the castle garden compared to 
today’s herb garden. Afterwards everyone can make a personal 
spice vinegar or a natural hand ointment according to their 
own ideas and feel the different forms, colours and scents of 
the herbs with all their senses.
Finally, you will be invited to a healthy snack in the castle 
tavern, with a unique panoramic view of the Adige Valley and 
the Überetsch.

When: every thursday, from 15.04.-30.06.2019
Meeting point: voluntary fire brigade Perdonig | Eppan
Cost: 15 euro per person
Maximum number of participants: 20 persons
Registration at Eppan Tourist Office required

The complete program of the initiative “Südtirol Balance” in Eppan can be found at eppan.com/suedtirol-balance

Eppan Magazin  7
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A traditional 
dish all round

TASTE AND ENJOY
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Tuesday morning in early summer on Rathaus-
platz in St. Michael | Eppan: in the very early 

hours of the morning, the stalls of the farmers’ 
market are already arranged in rows around the 
stone fountain. Each has a vibrant display of col-
ourful, seasonal products. Behind them stand the 
farmers who have come to sell their wares: fruit, 
vegetables and eggs. For every item traded at a 
stall, a fitting story is traded with it Ricky Huber 
Ortler looks carefully around among the stalls then 
reaches for a large, green head of lettuce and places 
it in her basket.

She has a large garden of her own and knows what 
tastes good.  “We haven’t had a dish fail us yet,” she 
says proudly, and picks out two large onions. The 
aim is to create a traditional South Tyrolean meal 
to eat: the Knödel. The history of the Knödel goes 
back to the time before Christ’s birth. The earliest 
findings in Switzerland date from around 3,600 B.C., 
and in Austria, Knödel some 1,000 years young-
er have been discovered in Neolithic stilt-house 
settlements. The oldest evidence of the Knödel in 
Eppan is found in the chapel of Hocheppan Castle, 
which stands high on a hill proudly overlooking 
Missian | Eppan. A fresco there dating from the 13th 
century depicts a woman sitting at the hearth who 
has evidently just taken a dumpling out of her pan.

The history of the Knödel (dumpling) 
stretches back thousands of years. 
The farmer Ricky Huber Ortler 
breathes new life into this traditional 
dish with fresh products from the 
farmers’ market. 

Eppan Magazin  9
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A cook out of passion
Culinary talent runs in Huber Ortler’s blood. Both her mother and father 
made cooking their career, and whilst she herself is a trained glass painter, 
she has never been without a wooden spoon in her hand. “I don’t make 
so many different things at home, though, or everyone just gets spoilt,” 
she jokes as she gives out the first set of instructions. First she cracks 
eggs, then dices onions and bacon and chops herbs that Huber Ortler 
harvested fresh from her herb garden that morning. “Fresh products are 
vital if you want to make good food,” she says and runs a hand over the 
products acquired at the farmers’ market, which she has spread across 
the stainless steel work surface. Then she mixes breadcrumbs with milk, 
eggs, translucent fried onions and bacon, parsley, a little flour and salt. 
“The simple ingredients are testament to the meagre existences eked 
out in the mountains, and to how inventive the farmers knew how to be 
with their home-grown produce hundreds of years ago,” explains Huber 
Ortler as she mixes everything together with dynamic hand movements.

“I always say, you can’t start making Knödel at quarter to twelve,” she calls 
out to the group, hinting at the useful tip she is about to share, namely 
that if you leave the dumpling dough to rest, the Knödel will hold their 
shape better during cooking.
At twelve o’clock precisely, the farmer finally invites everyone to the table. 
As soon as the first few mouthfuls of homemade Knödel touch their lips 
the participant’s faces light up, words of praise being uttered with their 
mouths still full. “We have had one or two husbands here who on the 
morning of the course claimed not to like Knödel. All of them without 
fail were converted at the dinner table, though,” says Huber Ortler and 
stabs a fork into her dumpling. Her favourite kind is the bacon variety, 
yet, in her eyes, all Knödel have their own charm. 

THE SIMPLE INGREDIENTS 

ARE FROM THE BARREN 

LIFE IN THE MOUNTAINS AND 

SHOW HOW INVENTIVE THE 

FARMERS WERE HUNDREDS 

OF YEARS AGO WITH THEIR

THEIR SELF-MANUFACTURED 

PRODUCTS

Ricky Huber Ortler

The weekly farmer's market in St. Michael Eppan.

TASTE AND ENJOY
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Ingredients:
500g breadcrumbs, coarsely ground
30g butter or oil
1 onion
6 eggs
4 tbsp parsley (possible also chives)
250 ml milk
1–2 tbsp wheat
200 g bacon
salt

Method:
• Crack the eggs and mix well with the milk.
• Add the breadcrumps and stir well. Leave the mixture
 to rest.
• Cut the peeled onion and bacon into fine cubes.
• Heat the butter or oil in a hot pan and fry the chopped 

onions until translucent. 
• Then add the bacon, fry briefly and leave to cool.
• Add the finely chopped parsley, the cooled onion-bacon 

mixture, flour and a pinch of salt to the bread mixture.
• Mix everything well and if necessary add some milk if the 

mixture is too dry.

• Moisten the hands with water and form dumplings 
of approx. 6 cm in size.

• Place the dumplings individually in boiling water 
and simmer for 20 minutes.

Herb butter:
Melt butter in a pan and then add finely chopped herbs 
such as sage, thyme, rosemary, parsley or similar.

Advise: Garnish the dumplings with the herb butter 
and Parmesan cheese. A fresh garden salad or cabbage 
salad goes very well with it. You can also serve the 
bacon dumplings in a bouillon.

Bacon dumplings and herb butter
serves 4

Bäuerliche Knödelküche 

At the farmers' market in St. Michael you 
get seasonal local ingredients and conjure 
up spring-like dumplings in the workshop, 
which you enjoy together.

Every Tuesday at 10 am.
Rathausplatz 1, St. Michael | Eppan
Registration at the tourist office Eppan 
required!

TASTE AND ENJOY
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An eldorado for 
(E-)Bikers

Eppan is the ideal starting point for many different bike tours that allow you 
to explore the beauty of the region on two wheels. And you don’t even need 

to pick the physically strenuous routes.

ACTIVE
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Eppan is a modern Eldorado for biking enthu-
siasts: Countless bike paths lead around lakes, 

over hills and through forests, and most of them 
have a pleasant gradient and are excellently pre-
pared. Furthermore, the surrounding mountains 
and passes are ideal for longer and more difficult 
tours. That means Eppan is great for ambitious 
bikers and leisure cyclists alike. And even bikers 
with a lower level of physical fitness can attempt 
more challenging tours thanks to a wonderful in-
vention: the e-bike. Arthur Röggl, the owner of 
Sanvit, a specialist bike store known beyond Eppan, 
predicts that e-bikes will become a big part of local 
cycling tourism in the future: ‘Our region is ideal for 
e-bike tours, because many of the paths and trails 
have considerable gradients. Thanks to the new 
electric drives, those steep sections will practically 
become child’s play—especially for less experienced 
bikers.’ That means leisure cyclists can explore a 
wider radius and even attempt difficult tours and 
gradients. ‘Even an elevation gain of 1,000 or 1,500 
metres [3,300 to 5,000 ft] can be conquered with 
ease using an e-bike,’ Mr Röggl explains.

Discovering Eppan by E-Bike
One example Mr Röggl mentions is the Mendel 
Pass, which has an elevation gain of more than 
1,000 metres. Despite the considerable and con-
stant uphill gradient, this route is sure to be great 
fun for e-bikers—though it does require a certain 
level of fitness. From the top of the Mendel Pass, 
which forms the border between South Tyrol and 
the Italian-speaking region of Trentino, you can 
see across the entire Etsch Valley, and the peaks 
of the Dolomite mountain range. This tour is also 

very popular with road bikers, who often prefer to 
extend the route even further: down into the valley, 
all the way to Fondo in Trentino, and from there 
over the Gampen Pass at more than 1,500 metres 
(4,900 ft) above sea level to Meran. Then back to 
Eppan via the cycling path along the river Etsch. 
Röggl also recommends the numerous tours that 
lead through and around the Montiggl Forest. The 
woodland spans nearly 2,000 hectares and is made 
up of a network of forest roads and single trails that 
lead past the Montiggl lakes to scenic lookouts such 
as the ‘Wilder-Mann-Bühel’ or the ‘Hirschplätze’. 
The Montiggl Lakes Tour is particularly suitable for 
e-bikes. Another popular destination in this area 
is the Rosszähne ridge high above Lake Kaltern. A 
highlight for experienced bikers is the route leading 
via the Eppan High Trail, which runs underneath 
the Mendel mountain range. During this tour, which 
requires conquering an elevation gain of almost 
800 metres (2,600 ft), you are repeatedly reward-
ed with a view of Eppan’s little wine villages and 
the Dolomite mountains further off to the North. 
Cyclists who prefer a more leisurely afternoon tour 
or want to take children along will enjoy the paved 
and less frequented cycle path along the wine route, 
which winds through Eppan’s characteristic vine-
yard landscape. 

Route descriptions for 
mountain bike, road bike and 
leisure cycling tours can be 
found in the bike brochure 
and at eppan.com

BIKEN

Burgen | Seen | Wein

eppan.com 

INFOS UND TIPPS 

ZU GENUSSRADELN, 

RENNRADFAHREN, 

FREERIDEN & 

MOUNTAINBIKEN

A classic among racing cyclists: the tour to the Mendel PassFlowy trails in the Montiggler forest

BIKE

eppan.com 
Castles | Lakes | Wine

ACTIVE
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Musik-
Mekka 
Eppan

KulturKontakt Eppan opens a new chapter

PEOPLE
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Eppan cultural life is entering a new, promising 
phase. Since April 2018, KulturKontakt Eppan, 

founded by Heinrich von Mörl in 1996, has had 
a new board of directors that not only wants to 
continue the legacy of the KKE with fresh impetus 
and clear ideas, but also to expand it and enrich it 
with new elements.

The focus continues to be on classical music. The 
KKE is based on three pillars: On the one hand, 
there is the top international level, on the other 
hand there are performances by regional artists 
and thirdly for young talents. Due to the limited 
time available and the contracts already concluded, 
the 2019 programme will still be limited to music, 
but from 2020 visual arts, performing arts and 
interactive events are going to occupy more space.

It is a very special concern of the KKE to limit the 
events not just to the Lanserhaus in the centre of the 
village, but to move them as often as possible to the 
many castles and manor houses in the municipal 
area, which are mostly unknown to the public – 
following the motto: “Music & Art & Wine in the 
Castles and Manor Houses of Eppan”. 

A quick glimpse at the programme for 2019 is 
enough to realize that KulturKontakt Eppan has 
already made good progress along this path. The 
17 concerts between February and December will 
take place at no less than eleven venues. Many ven-
erable mansions and castles such as Freudenstein, 
Reinsperg, Thalegg, Zinnenberg and Hocheppan 
will be opening their doors for the first time to 
KKE music events.

In addition, there are concert evenings at venues 
that are already familiar to friends of classical mu-
sic - such as Englar Castle, Paschbach Castle, the 
Eppaner Kultursaal and, of course, the Lanserhaus 
in the town centre. Eppan is thus increasingly devel-
oping into a Mecca for high-quality cultural events 
in a wide variety of settings.

Who is behind the KulturKontakt?
The new KKE Executive Board is made up of eight 
volunteers: Alois Lageder (chairman), Franz Lintner 
(link to the old board), Eberhard Daum (internal 
communication), Franz Sinn (press contacts), Flora 
Emma Kröss (finance), Michaela Riz (legal advice), 
Philipp Oberrauch (tax counselling) and Konrad 
Pichler (youth promotion). Martin Kofler, Johanna 
von Call and Annemarie Saxalber act as auditors.

PEOPLE
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In addition, the music expert Guido Gorna, who 
lives in Munich, gives the program of KulturKon-
takt Eppan an international touch thanks to his 
Europe-wide contacts with musicians and concert 
organizers. Thanks to his mediation, for exam-
ple, soloists from the renowned Concertgebouw 
Amsterdam could be convinced to perform at the 
concert on 12th October 2019 at Schloss Reinsperg.

On 6th April 2019 there will also be a youth concert 
with musicians from South Tyrol and Munich on 
the programme. As part of the promotion of musical 
youth, young musical talents and prizewinners of 
international competitions will have the oppor-
tunity to perform in Eppan and Munich and to 
introduce themselves at the piano with solo works 
or chamber music.

The symphony concert with the Haydn Orchestra 
on 24th August 2019 at the Montiggler Steinbruch 
(quarry) promises to be a special experience. This 
concert is organized in cooperation with the Tour-
ism Association Eppan. In addition, KulturKontakt 
Eppan, in cooperation with the internationally 
renowned South Tyrolean Jazz Festival, is offering 
a jazz concert at Hocheppan Castle for the first 
time - a must for all jazz lovers.

In the spirit of the new KKE Executive Board, Kul-
turKontakt Eppan’s events now also offer a platform 
for talented young musicians and regional musical 
talents. On 28th November 2019, the Eppan clar-
inettist Sophie Pardatscher will perform together 
with the pianist Barbara Panzarella at the Lanser-
haus, performing works by Francis Poulenc, Claude 
Debussy and others.

Young Artists
21-year-old Sophie Pardatscher has already received 
many awards in her young career. In 2017 she won 
the “European Union of Music Competitions of 
Youth” and several times the “Prima la musica” 
competition - in 2017 even with the highest possible 
score. Pardatscher is a member of the European 
Jazz and Pop Orchestra, the South Tyrolean Youth 
Symphony Orchestra and the Symphonic Winds 
Orchestra. She is also concertmaster of the South 
Tyrolean Youth Wind Orchestra.

Alois Lageder, the new chairman of KulturKontakt 
Eppan, is particularly keen to create a symbiosis be-
tween sophisticated music and historic, time-hon-
oured Eppan buildings. In intensive negotiations 
with the owners of the various residences, he suc-
ceeded in winning them over to this new idea. And 
more owners will follow this example.

Danish String Quartett, 23th September at 8 pm in the castle Freudenstein

PEOPLE
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Peter Steiner, 6th June at 8 pm at the Ansitz Zinnenberg

Thus Eppan not only experiences a revaluation of its 
partly hidden treasures, but also presents itself to a 
broad public as a venue for cultural events of a special 
kind. On the one hand, the Eppan Piano Academy, 
which is appreciated by young pianists from all over 
the world, under the direction of Andrea Bonatta, the 
Eppaner Liedsommer, which has been supervised with 
great success by Kammersängerin Brigitte Fassbaender 
since 2002, and on the other hand, concerts in historical 
walls: the gateway to the Überetscher Cultural Centre 
Eppan has thus been opened wide. 

The complete event-calendar of the KulturKontakt 
you will find at eppan.com/events

glücklich looks good on you!
glücklich came from the idea of creating products that combine modern design and alpine tradi-
tion with the highest standards of quality. We like to use the best materials of weavers from alpine 
regions. Reliable craftsmanship, personal relationships and short distances in manufacturing make 
us proud and satisfied.

glücklich
Rathausplatz 11
Eppan I St.Michael
Tel. 0471 974 989
www.gluecklich.it

co
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Pure pleasure!

Mediterranean-alpine spring creations and 
refined vegetarian dishes, accompanied by 
exquisite wines from Eppan - created by inn-
keepers from Eppan. A must for gourmets and 
pleasure lovers! Enjoy these EppanCulinaria 
dishes in the selected restaurants in Eppan 
from 9 - 19 May.

EVENT 

TIP!

Eppan Magazin  19
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Heavenly 
Montiggl 

Lakes

Whether you are looking for quietness, 
whether you are a lover of nature or a 
typical water rat – the Montiggl Lakes 
have something for everyone.

OUT AND ABOUT
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The two Montiggl Lakes are set in dense forest and have a 
magical attraction for locals and holidaymakers alike at all 

times of the year, thanks to the tried and tested combination 
of unspoilt nature and suitably adapted infrastructure.

Enjoy swimming, experience nature
The two Montiggl Lakes sparkle like two bright sapphires 
amidst the dark green forests. A bird’s-eye view provides just a 
glimpse of the unique leisure area surrounding the two lakes. 
While from May to September swimming and sunbathing 
are the order of the day, in autumn and winter nature takes a 
break, allowing walkers to enjoy peace and quiet. The larger 
Montiggl Lake offers among other things an open-air swim-
ming pool, South Tyrol’s longest water chute, a high-diving 
board, a very large sunbathing area and no shortage of places 
to eat and drink; just a few minutes’ walk to the northeast, 
meanwhile, the smaller Montiggl Lake offers a more intimate, 
tranquil atmosphere. Both lakes are ideal for swimming or 
boating across, and can easily be circuited on foot or by bike. 

Tourist Oscar
As a sensitive ecosystem, the Montiggl area requires special 
protection to ensure that rare animal and plant species can 
survive and that the unspoilt natural landscape can also be 
enjoyed by future generations. The local authority in Eppan 
takes this responsibility seriously and has introduced a range 
of measures for this purpose, including mobility manage-

ment, a network of footpaths and nature trails and a series 
of information panels. It is thus no surprise that the area has 
received more times the “5 Vele” (“5 Sails”) award from the 
LegAmbiente and Touring Club Italia organisation – a mark 
of bathing water quality and of sustainable tourism in Italy. 
This tourist “Oscar” takes account not only of the excellent 
quality of the water in the two Montiggl Lakes but also of 
tourism factors such as the quality of accommodation, the 
historic village centres, the offering in terms of gastronomy, 
scenery and tourism throughout the municipal area and its 
artistic and historical attractions. It recognises the steps that 
have been taken to protect the environment and acts as a 
challenge to maintain this unique habitat. 

More information 
about the nu-
merous activities 
in the landscape 
conservation 
area Montiggler 
lakes forest can 
be found under 
eppan.com/ 
montiggl

The Montiggler Lakes in autumnal beauty.

OUT AND ABOUT
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In symbiosis 
with nature

TASTE AND ENJOY
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Pruning
During the most quiet time of the year when 
everything seems to stand still, the grape hiber-
nates… and the wine is safely stored in the cellars. 
Between November and February, the vine is being 
cut. In order to ensure that the plant begins to grow 
well in spring, the amount of bud is being restricted 
to a certain number, usually one or two short shoots 
per plant. At the same time, the wine-growing farm-
er tries to ensure that the plant will not be further 
‘cut‘. At this stage, the farmers are looking for snow, 
which is not only a carrier of moisture for the vine, 
but also acts as a type of isolation and protection 
for the vine with regard to low winter temperatures.

Vine binding
When the days start to get longer, the afternoon 
air carries a touch of spring. The new vine growth 
(shoots) are tripping of waters, strong of minerals. 
In farming terms, this is called ‘crying‘. In March, 
it’s time to link (bind) the shoots onto the wires. A 
number of binding materials are used, one of them 
traditionally being willows. At the beginning of 
April, the grapes are starting to show. If farmers are 
unlucky, they will find that crawlers have started to 
eat the fresh green coming out. If so, these crawlers 
need to be collect by hand (!) , which is unfortu-
nate, as there is the additional point of them only 
coming out at night.

Breaking out
The vine starts to grow very fast now, which means 
that the work in the vineyard is enormous and ex-
tensive. Shoots that are too long are being broken 
by hand and cut off in order to ensure sufficient 
light and space for the remainder of the plant. 
This breaking out (or off) is carried out during the 
months of May and June. It’s the most work-inten-
sive time on the vineyard.

Whether a wine turns out well 
much depends on the conditions 
given by the terrain and the care 
that is given to a vineyard. 
The actual work carried out 
during the year explains how 
much professional know-how 
and hands-on action is needed 
to produce great grapes.

Eppan Magazin  23
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Blooming season
Contrary as with many other plants, the vine blossoms are highly unspec-
tacular! However, the need for light and warmth is extensive during this 
time… and even at this stage, the vine needs another cut. It’s important 
to remove the leaves from the area around the growing grapes. This needs 
a lot of know-how as the plant needs the leaves, but at the same time not 
the shade they provide. The vine needs direct sunlight. If too many leaves 
are cut off, the grapes might experience sunburn.

Yield regulation
Toward the end of July, the first grapes are beginning to colour and the 
vine begins to work on its ripening process. These first grapes need to be 
cut off after a while. The main aim is to discover which grapes hinder the 
safe growth of the entire bunch. These need to be cut off as they would 
otherwise diminish a healthy growth. In addition, longer shoots must 
also be cut back. During the ripening process, the grapes are cut the very 
last time as this will help the ripening process.

Harvest
Now the time has come, when the wine-growing farmers start to get 
slightly nervous. Toward mid September, they are in need of good 
weather. South Tyrol is one of the few wine-growing regions where the 
harvest is still carried out by hand. This is the only way to ensure that 
perfect grapes are put into the wine-producing process. For this reason, 
it’s often necessary that additional workers are being called on to step in 
and help deal with the workload. After the harvest, the most hectic time 
of the year, it’s time to calm down… and patiently wait for the new wine. 
Hopefully, it will be of the highest quality. 

THE VINEYARD 

DEMANDS THE HIGHEST 

CARE FROM THE FARMER 

DURING THE WHOLE YEAR, 

NOT ONLY AT HARVEST TIME. 

Klaus Pardatscher,  
Specialist of the winery St. Michael-Eppan

Event Tip! South Tyrolean Wine Routes Weeks from 13th April to 8th June.
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Pleasure and 
wine experience

Buying food and knowing its history is the true luxury of today. 
With our wine and degustation house in the heart of the idyllic 
wine village St. Pauls, we at „Vis à Vis“ want to invite our cus-
tomers to this experience again and again. In our rustic rooms 
you can taste our delicacies and various wines, spirits and beers 
(in the vinotheque department) in this way. Its content is as real 
as this ambience. To ensure that our philosophy corresponds 
to that of our producers, we have traced each product back to 
its origin and filled our shelves exclusively with unadulterated 
food. These are mainly produced by regional farmers in a small 
style. The basic idea behind all our products is: „We want to 
understand how our food is created and then pass it on to our 
customers with the highest level of competence.
We are also happy to design exclusive gifts and vouchers. We 
not only offer you a unique shopping experience, but also 
ensure that your order is shipped quickly and conveniently if 
required. We look forward to getting to know you.

Vis à Vis Enothek
Wein- und Genusshaus im Überetsch
Paulser Platz 16, St. Pauls | Eppan
Tel. 0471 665 927
www.visavis-enothek.com
Opening hours: Mon-Fri 8.30 am-1 pm | 3 pm-7 pm
Sat 8.30 am-1pm

SPONSORED

You are welcome to book us for your individual tasting.
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Viticultural diversity
Winery Schreckbichl
Girlan | Eppan
www.schreckbichl.it

Winery St. Michael-Eppan
St. Michael | Eppan
www.stmichael.it

Winery St. Pauls
St. Pauls | Eppan
www.stpauls.wine

WineryDonà
Unterrain | Eppan
www.weingut-dona.com

Organic wine estate
Thomas Niedermayr
Berg | Eppan
www.thomas-niedermayr.com

Winery Abraham
St. Michael | Eppan
www.weingutabraham.it

Winery Bergmannhof
Unterrain | Eppan
www.bergmannhof.it

Winery Girlan
Girlan | Eppan
www.girlan.it

Winery Ignaz Niedrist
Girlan | Eppan
www.ignazniedrist.com

Winery Josef Brigl
St. Michael | Eppan
www.brigl.com

Winery K. Martini & Sohn
Girlan | Eppan
www.weinkellerei-martini.it

Winery Klaus Lentsch
St. Pauls | Eppan
www.klauslentsch.eu

TASTE AND ENJOY
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Eighteen vintners and master distillers produce 
international-standard wines and spirits in Eppan. 

Sparkling wine producer
Lorenz Martini
Girlan | Eppan
www.lorenz-martini.jimdo.com

Winery Schloss Englar
St. Michael | Eppan
www.schloss-englar.it

Winery Stroblhof
St. Michael | Eppan
www.stroblhof.it

Distillery Fischerhof
Girlan | Eppan
www.fischerhof-mauracher.it

Distillery Ortler
St. Michael | Eppan
www.ortler.biz

Distillery St. Urban
Girlan | Eppan
www.st-urban.it
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Pinot Blanc soars 
to new heights

Pinot Blanc is today the most important 
and widespread white grape variety in the 
municipality of Eppan, South Tyrol’s largest 
wine-growing district. Once only known as a 
simple drinking wine, Pinot Blanc is now a top 
variety by any international standard.
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Today, Pinot Blanc is cultivated on almost 175 of the 1,000 
hectares of vineyards in Eppan. As such, Eppan is not only the 
largest wine-growing area in South Tyrol, it is also the number 
one spot for Pinot Blanc in the province. When Archduke 
John of Austria brought Pinot Blanc to South Tyrol in around 
1850, local people were looking for grape varieties that would 
guarantee both quality and yield stability. Pinot Blanc vines 
reliably produced great quantities of grapes and found a second 
home in the fertile limestone and clay soils of the Überetsch 
hills. Up to the 1970s, it was mostly simple drinking wines, 
predominantly drunk in South Tyrol, that were pressed from 
these grapes. Only a handful of producers made any effort to 
bottle and present Pinot Blanc as a high-quality wine. 

A mineral white wine with great depth
1980 saw the start of a development that helped to elevate the 
variety to new heights. One of the men behind this was Hans 
Terzer, cellar master of the St. Michael-Eppan Winery. “We 
wanted to coax everything we could out of what, at the time, 
was just an ordinary table wine, and show that the variety 
had so much potential,” says Terzer. “Pinot Blanc is a mineral 
white wine with great depth that has captivating elegance, 
finesse, strength and body. It promises a pleasurable drinking 
experience and is now very popular, not only as an apéritif 
but also as an accompaniment to food.” The desire to unlock 
all the potential in Pinot Blanc still holds fast today. The most 
suitable vineyard sites are sought for the variety, and excellent 
vine materials are now also available. Different vine clones 
and rootstocks are used depending on the soil composition.

The vine training systems have also changed somewhat in 
recent years. Traditional pergolas are increasingly disappear-
ing and are being replaced with wire trellises, which usually 
guarantees lower yields and thus higher quality. Pinot Blanc 
can be aged very differently in the cellar depending on the 
quality of the grapes: fresh Pinot Blanc types are usually ma-
tured in steel vats while the fuller bodied vintages are very 
often kept in large wooden barrels. Using a combination of 
large wooden and steel barrels has also proven very effective. 
The best quality grapes, however, are ennobled in small oak 
barrels, in tonneaux and barriques.

Hans Terzer – the Pinot Blanc pioneer
Hans Terzer, born in 1956, hails from Entiklar in the South 
Tyrolean Unterland and, as cellar master, has been responsible 
for the cellars of the St. Michael-Eppan Winery for 40 years. He 
began his career at a time when demand was predominantly 
for easy drinking wines. “I soon recognised the potential of 
the area and switched fully to the whites,” says Hans Terzer 
looking back. The proportion of white wine cultivated in 
Eppan grew from 15 percent, when Terzer started out, to 
around 70 percent today. Together with other pioneers such 
as Luis Raifer from the Schreckbichl Winery, he began to press 
premium quality wines from grapes ordinarily used to make 
mass-produced wines. “From today’s perspective, I was luck 
time when South Tyrol’s wine industry was anything but thriv-
ing. There was plenty of scope for trying new things.” Today, 
the St. Michael-Eppan Winery processes Pinot Blanc grapes 
from 70 hectares of vineyards and has won more awards than 
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any other operation in Überetsch. The excellent grape quality 
is not only achieved thanks to the aforementioned ideal soil 
conditions, but is also the result of the Überetsch microclimate. 
Pinot Blanc is a variety that has tightly bunched grape clusters, 
and in the worst cases this can lead to rot. It therefore needs 
well-ventilated sites, particularly during ripening, and finds 
these in the area around Eppan. When the Ora, the famous 
south wind that blows from Lake Garda, picks up in the af-
ternoon, the airflow dries the grapes and keeps them healthy. 
Another important factor is the large difference between day 
and night-time temperatures. Warm, sunny days aid ripening 
while the cool, nightly fall winds descending from the Mendel 
Massif boost the development of aromas and the acid content 
of the grapes.

An inviting aperitif and uncomplicated partner 
for food
All these factors combine to create youthful, fresh and fruity wines 
with the typical aroma of ripe apples and a pleasing, fresh acidity 
– inviting wines that are gladly drunk as apéritifs. More complex 
Pinot Blancs evoke the aroma of a basket of ripe fruit, of apples, 
pears and pineapple combined with wonderful acid balance and 
mineral notes. Pinot Blancs that are aged in wooden barrels are 
characterised by a particularly complex bouquet, which is often 
reminiscent of fruit or honey, and in special cases even vanilla. 
Pinot Blanc is especially well suited as an uncomplicated accom-
paniment to food. “You really can’t go wrong with it,” Hans Terzer 
enthuses. The preconception that white wines are best enjoyed 
young is also disproved by Pinot Blanc. “You can lay it down for 
many years without problems,” according to the President of 
the South Tyrolean Cellar Masters Association. “I once drank a 
15-year-old Pinot Blanc – and it still tasted exquisite!” 

The Symposium Spatium Pinot Blanc

Europe‘s only biennial Pinot Blanc event attracted 
national and international experts, producers and 
wine lovers to Eppan in 2018 for its third edition.

For two days in May, Eppan was once again all about 
the Pinot Blanc. These highlight events kicked off 
with an evening dedicated to the Pinot Blanc and its 
culinary companions.
The following day, at a symposium with lectures by 
renowned international speakers, the first results of a 
market study on Pinot Blanc were presented.
A panel discussion, the tasting of national and inter-
national Pinot Blanc as well as guided tours of the
Masterclass tastings in the rooms of the St. Michael-Ep-
pan Winery rounded off the day. Spatium Pinot Blanc“ 
is aimed at producers, industry experts, specialist 
journalists and wine lovers and is organised by the 
„Vineum Eppan“ association in cooperation with the 
agricultural and forestry research centre „Spatium 
Pinot Blanc“, „Laimburg“ and the tourist association 
Eppan. In 2020, the next edition will take place again, 
where the Pinot Blanc will be in the centre of attention.

Cellarmaster Hans Terzer transformed the 
Weißburgunder in an international quality wine.
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Enchanting …

…seems the fairytale castle as the scenery. 
The Seeschlössl at the big Montiggl lake is 
again the location for the Eppan Humor Fes-
tival, from 21st June to 5th July. Reservation 
and tickets at the tourist office of Eppan.

EVENT 

TIP!

PEOPLE
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Pleasure trip 
on two wheels

Our author delights in the natural surroundings 
and cuisine of Eppan on her favourite tour route.
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When summer rain has fallen overnight, the morning air in 
Eppan has the scent of a freshly mown mountain pasture. 

In the sunshine, the sky is then so blue it almost clashes with 
the greenery of the countryside. This sort of day is just perfect 
for hiring a bike from the Sanvit cycle shop in St. Michael | 
Eppan and following the brown signs leading to the Montiggl 
Lakes. Passing rows of vines, their rain-scattered leaves glit-
tering brightly in the sun, I leave St. Michael | Eppan behind 
me and cycle up the steep hill of the main street directly into 
Montiggl Forest. After the final push to the top, I then let my 
bike freewheel down to the first destination of the day, the Large 
Montiggl Lake. With a view of the lake, which today reflects the 
forest as if in a painting, I begin the day in typical Italian style 
with a cappuccino, croissant and freshly squeezed orange juice 
in a café. The temperature is still comfortable, and so I re-mount 
my bicycle and first enjoy a circuit of the Large Montiggl Lake 
on the soft forest floor before steering determinedly towards 
my next stopping place: the Small Montiggl Lake. By now, my 
calf muscles could use some respite and a chance to refresh, 
so I treat my pushbike to a break whilst I enjoy a long dip in 
the cool waters. I spend the rest of the morning on the shore, 
revelling in the charm of the lakeside and natural scenery. As 
delicious aromas drift over on the breeze from the opposite side 
of the lake, however, pangs of hunger start to make themselves 
known. I therefore cycle along the shore in the direction of 
lunch. Beneath gigantic old trees, I tuck into a typical South 
Tyrolean dish at a snack bar table.

On the shores of the two Montiggler Lakes 
bikers will find a welcome cooling off.

Pleasure trip 
on two wheels

ACTIVE
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From the idyllic church to the centre
After a delicious meal I am on my way again, this time taking the 
route directly opposite the snack bar. At first, the slope leading away 
from the gate demands a good deal of effort, but I am rewarded with 
another downhill section that takes me straight to a bench with a 
wayside cross. Here I turn off onto the narrow track Waldweg Nr. 
1, which I follow right to the forest’s edge. The green needle skirts 
of the pines add spice to the summer air and also provide welcome 
shade, making my ride to the asphalt of Schreckbichlweg easy in 
spite of the high summer temperatures. After a gentle climb I reach 
an idyllic little church, which is framed by the white mountain 
peaks of the Texel Group in the far distance – the ideal spot to take 
a short break and a few nice snapshots. I refill my water bottle at 
the stone fountain in front of the church before turning left and 
cycling past it to the end of the street, which takes a second left 
towards the wine village of Girlan | Eppan. Travelling through 
picturesque vineyards I reach the village centre, with its narrow 
alleyways, and then find myself on the main street again, which 
takes me slightly downhill back to my starting point. Since enjoying 
an evening apéritif in St. Michael | Eppan is an Italian tradition that 
is a delight to share in, I push hard on the pedals one last time up 
to Rathausplatz. Here, I park my bike and reward myself in fitting 
Alpine-Mediterranean style with a glass of Eppan’s Pinot Blanc and 
some delicious appetisers. Whilst the slowly setting sun bathes the 
façades of the ancient buildings in a warm light, I take a leisurely 
stroll through the narrow streets of St. Michael | Eppan. The double 
lancet windows and oriels of the Überetsch-style architecture here 
provide the perfect subjects for the last few snapshots to round off 
a wonderful day on two wheels.. 

Route descriptions for 
mountain bike, road 
bike and leisure cycling 
tours can be found in 
the bike brochure 
and at eppan.com

BIKEN

Burgen | Seen | Wein

eppan.com 

INFOS UND TIPPS 

ZU GENUSSRADELN, 

RENNRADFAHREN, 

FREERIDEN & 

MOUNTAINBIKEN

Fun with the E-Bike 

Exploring the charming landscape around 
Eppan and Kaltern with the bike guide Ro-
land. The tour programme changes weekly. 
Information about the E-Bike rental at the 
Tourist Information.

Time: 10 am
Meeting Location: Rathausplatz 1,
St. Michael | Eppan
Duration: ca. 3 - 4 Std.
Cost: 25,00 €

BIKE

eppan.com 
Castles | Lakes | Wine

TASTE AND ENJOY
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Amadeus – all year round 
in a traditional outfit!

Traditional look – cult – lifestyle!

A Dirndl and Lederhosen are nowadays almost indispen-
sable to the South Tyrolean flair. The cult look is a popular 
must-have for all fans of traditional outfits. Whether colorful 
and extravagant, or rather simple and classic, whether for 
adults or children - we at Amadeus offer our customers only 
high-quality traditional clothes. The team in our shops in 
Eppan and Algund, as well as at the most popular and largest 
South Tyrolean weekly and annual markets, provides customers 
with competent advice and ensures that the entire look fits: 
From Dirndl with blouse, jewellery and bags to Lederhosen 
with shirt, socks and shoes. Convince yourself of our trendy 
traditional fashion.

Amadeus
Bahnhofstr. 149
39057 St. Michael | Eppan
Tel. +39 0471 661 561

J.-Weingartner-Str. 47c
39022 Algund
Tel. +39 0473 446 176

info@amadeustracht.it
www.amadeustracht.com
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The art of 
enjoyment

TASTE AND ENJOY
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For the eighth time now, the association of young 
wine growers, the ‘Bauernjugend’ Girlan | Eppan, 

will host an extraordinary wine-tasting event on 6th 
July: Along nine stations in the heart of the Gschlei-
er vineyards, visitors can try and taste everything 
this region has to offer in terms of prime-quality 
wine and culinary delicacies. The products of the 
Eppan wineries and local distilleries take centre 
stage at this event. The localities were chosen ac-
cording to a very simple yet effective principle: 
‘Most wine tastings take place in village centres or 
historical buildings, but the vineyards are where the 
wine is born,’ explains Stefan Donà, ex-chairman 
of the ‘Bauernjugend’ Girlan | Eppan. He was one 
of the main initiators behind the event. ‘Not only 
are the vineyards an important factor in our local 
economy, they also characterise our landscape and 
our culture.’ At the Gschleier wine tasting, this 
becomes very clear—also at an emotional level.

Wine, vines, and vineyards
Participants in the Gschleier wine tasting will be 
treated to a pleasure hike from one station to the 
next along the wine teaching trail passing through 
the world of vine. Fifteen info panels set up along 
the route impart information and interesting facts 
about viniculture: grape varieties and growing 
methods, everyday work of the wine growers and 
vintners, the history of wine-making, and the tradi-
tions associated with it. But information is not only 
provided by the info panels: Around 60 committed 
and dedicated employees at the tasting stations 
have stories of their own to share about the grapes 
and the fine wines pressed from them. So while the 
guests may also learn interesting new things about 
Eppan wine at the event, they are mainly there to 
spend a relaxed and entertaining summer evening 
accompanied by some good wine.

In the Girlan vineyards, the 
Gschleier wine tasting event 
will take place again this summer: 
a very special occasion where you 
can learn all about wine.
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Pure enjoyment
The ‘journey’ to the vineyards starts at the church square 
in Girlan. After a short walk, the champagne booth serving 
local sparkling wine kicks off the wine-tasting event. From 
that booth, the journey continues on to typical regional white 
wines. Oenophiles and wine connoisseurs-to-be can try a 
range of different types, from Pinot Blanc and Chardonnay 
to Sauvignon and Gewuerztraminer. With a spring in their 
step, they then continue to the PIWI (fungus-resistant) wines, 
which are the link between white and red wine. They are ex-
clusively produced from fungus-resistant grape varieties. The 
red wine booths serve the star of South Tyrol’s red wines, the 
Vernatsch, as well as carefully selected Pinot Noir and Lagrein 
varieties. The next booth is the highlight of the tasting—and 
it is high in alcohol content, too: here you can taste grappas, 
i.e. pomace distillates.

A treat in a wonderful atmosphere
After getting to know these products of the Eppan wineries 
and having covered a distance of approx. two kilometres (1.2 
miles) on foot, the participants have reached the end of the 
wine teaching trail. The ninth and final station, the ‘Gschleier 
Kulinarium,’ is all about the palate: The chefs of several local 
businesses work to pamper visitors with regional and Med-
iterranean delicacies. But a visit to the Kulinarium is also a 
feast for the eyes and ears: Soft music and the chain of lights 
embedded in the dark green of the vineyards make sure that 
the end of this journey of (culinary) discovery is suitably 

romantic. The procedure of this annual initiative may vary, 
incorporating new ideas and perspectives every now and then, 
but the underlying principle always remains the same, says 
Donà: ‘What we really want is to boost the reputation and 
importance of Girlan | Eppan as a wine-growing village.’ And 
there is certainly no need to worry about reputation: The event, 
on behalf of the entire village, is well-received by everyone. 

TASTE AND ENJOY
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Weger – Shoes and 
Mountain Equipment

Elegant, comfy and designed for 
mountaineering

Whether mountains, forests, lakes, villages or towns, South 
Tyrol has something to offer for everyone. As do we. Magical 
holiday moments are made even more enjoyable by having the 
right footwear. At Weger, you will find the perfect shoes for 
every occasion amongst our range of trainers, walking boots 
and mountaineering boots for the entire family. Our newlook 
shop also stocks technical outdoor clothing and mountain 
equipment from a variety of brands, including La Sportiva, 
Scarpa and Lowa to name but a few.
Having grown up in this outdoor paradise, we know precisely 
what your feet need to feel comfortable here. Excellent func-
tionality and clever design alone are not enough. We draw on 
over 60 years of experience to offer you the best expert advice 
from the third generation of owners. You can borrow walking 
poles and child carriers free of charge from our shop, and 
climbing sets are also available to hire for a small fee. After 
visiting us, nothing more will stand between you and your 
perfect adventure

Weger Schuhe
Unterrainerstraße 5
39057 St. Pauls | Eppan
Tel. +39 0471 662 502
info@wegerschuhe.com
www.wegerschuhe.com

SPONSORED

„Our goal is to find the right shoe for every foot“ Weger Georg
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The Montiggl lakes…

…an attraction for locals and tourists. Various events 
take place around the lakes, such as the Haydn Orchestra 
concert, the wine event the „Montiggler Weis(s)e“ and the 
famous Montigglman.

EVENT 

TIP!

OUT AND ABOUT
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One table 
and 334 

guests
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Exclusive gourmet experiences right in the 
streets of St. Pauls | Eppan – Herbert Hintner and 
his team make it possible once a year. Despite 
the more than 300 guests attending the event, 
the chef always keeps his cool.

70 kilograms of venison, 10 kilograms of cottage cheese, 8 kilograms 
of pancetta and 334 full plates. That’s what the highlight of the 
“Wine Culture Weeks” in St. Pauls | Eppan looks like in numbers. 
Every summer in the historic village situated in the heart of the 
municipality of Eppan, it’s all about wine for two whole weeks. One 
day in particular is eagerly awaited by the village residents, namely 
the one on which award-winning Eppan chef Herbert Hintner hosts 
his “Festive banquet table in the historic streets of St. Pauls | Eppan”. 
By the early afternoon the village center has already been cordoned 
off and the locals begin to decorate their village in preparation for 
a special gourmet dinner. Today the whole village center is turned 
into one big dining room: a banquet table about 130 meters in 
length is covered with white tablecloths and gleaming cutlery, and 
adorned with an eye-catching sea of orchids. The quaint streets of 
the village provide the perfect backdrop. When Anna Maria, St. 
Pauls’ famous church clock weighing almost four tons, sounds seven 
thirty on a powerful A note, the evening event begins. The guests 
proceed to a champagne reception, and an array of extravagant 
finger food hints at the culinary delights that lie in store for the rest 
of the evening. Unnoticed by the guests, the finishing touches are 
added to the table: a white chair tweaked into alignment here, the 

The 130 m long Gastliche Tafel i in the middle of the historic street of St. Pauls.
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last fork polished to a shine there. Each place along the 
table is set with five knives, five forks, five wine glasses 
and one water glass. The numbers speak for themselves: 
Five gourmet courses will be enjoyed by over 300 guests 
this evening. Until the very last moment, however, the 
diners don’t know what culinary delights they will be 
served. Herbert Hintner loves to keep his dishes a secret. 
The guests at the champagne reception have little idea of 
the preparation going on in the background. The mellow 
tones of a saxophone rise up from beneath the “Rural 
Cathedral” to create the perfect festive ambience. In a 
back courtyard located roughly near the middle of the 
long banquet table stands another long table with lots 
of small, identical glass plates. “There are 334 of them,” 
says Herbert Hintner, darting nimbly about from plate 
to plate. The chef of the award-winning restaurant “Zur 
Rose” in St. Michael is currently rolling out pancetta 
into little turrets and still seems relatively relaxed, given 
the excitement going on just in front of his outdoor 
kitchen. The star of the evening explains what makes 
such a culinary feat so successful: “The cold starters 
can be prepared in advance, as you see here. For the 
warm dishes it’s all about logistics and having lots of 
helping hands to make sure that everyone at the table 
gets their plate at the right time.” Today eleven people in 
the kitchen and 25 waiting staff are helping to make sure 
that everyone gets the right dish at the right time. Every 
year people are astounded by the creativity of Hintner’s 
culinary inventions. Regional flavor is a top priority. 
“But you shouldn’t lose sight of contemporary trends 
either,” says the chef. And that’s how Schüttelbrot, the 
traditional hard and crispy bread of the region, suddenly 

FOR HOT PLATES YOU NEED 

GOOD LOGISTICS AND MANY 

HELPING HANDS.

Herbert Hintner, star cook

becomes a tiramisù with Schüttelbrot and local cottage 
cheese, corn salad and South Tyrolean pancetta – in fact 
that’s the starter for this evening, eagerly awaited by the 
crowd in front of the courtyard. The curious guests are 
led to the table by Hartmann Haller, the “Saltner”, the 
traditional protector of the vineyards. Hartmann’s father 
had held the exalted position of village Saltner until 
1958, making him one of the last in office, and it was his 
job to protect the vineyards from birds and thieves. This 
evening, his son, clad in the traditional robe, takes over 
this ceremonial role in the historic streets of St. Pauls. 
The guests marvel at his official attire, which includes a 
headdress that is made of fox fur and adorned with blue 
and green peacock feathers. Whilst searching for your 
seat, you could quite easily run into the mayor himself, 
who is doing the same. “I think the festive banquet table 
in a setting like the streets of St. Pauls is really unique,” 
he says. Once everyone has finally found their place, 
Hintner gives the green light. Smartly dressed waiting 
staff then swarm out to serve the appetizer. At the same 
time, a glass of Eppan wine is served with each dish, 
specially selected to suit each course and chosen before-
hand by an internal jury of local wine cellars at a blind 
tasting session. Now everything is ready for the guests 
to indulge in exquisite food, excellent wine and good 
music beneath the rustic alcoves of St. Pauls.

This year's edition of the Great Gourmet Event with star 
chef Herbert Hintner will take place on 23th July 2019. 
The ticket price is € 155,00 per person. Information 
can be found at eppan.com or at the Eppan Tourism 
Association. 

Star cook Herbert Hintner takes care of the 
well-being of the guests
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Healthy, beautiful and 
vital since 30 years!

Bio Paradies
Fach-Reformhaus & Naturkost
Albertus-Magnus-Platz 5, St. Michael | Eppan
Tel. +39 0471 660 708
info@bioparadies.it, www.bioparadies.it
www.facebook.com/bioparadies
www.aromabotanica.it

Our organic paradise in Eppan has been one of South Tyrol’s 
pioneers since 1989 when it comes to authentic natural 

food, healthy lifestyles and South Tyrolean naturopathy. Aro-
matherapy and herbal medicine have been our specialities for 
30 years. We know and respect our paradise and would like 
to give you some of these treasures back home. In our large 
light-flooded shop you can have a look in peace and quiet and 
be advised by our trained, specialized staff.
Our main concern is that you find exactly what you are looking 
for – whether among South Tyrolean organic products, quality 
natural cosmetics or our natural essential oils and nutritional 
supplements. In order for you to be able to rely on genuine 
quality in every specialist department, we work exclusively with 
the best partners who produce just as sustainably, organically 
and biodynamically as we expect. South Tyrolean farmers 
with their specialities provide an exclusive selection of food 
in our shop. Special extras such as Doris Karadar’s own tea 
creations, medicinal herbs, compresses, Hildegard products, 
baby food and Aura-Soma complete the range. If you want to 
dive even deeper into our organic paradise, you can expand 
your knowledge in our in-house presentations, courses and 
seminars. Moreover, in May 2019 we will be organising the 
First South Tyrolean Aroma Congress - Aroma Botanica - as 

In Bio Paradies, in the heart of Eppan, the preservation of health 
with natural products comes first. 

the highlight of our anniversary celebrations, with top-class 
speakers from all over the world. www.aromabotanica.it
We look forward to seeing you in our shop!
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Training camp for the Germany 
national football team 2018 in 
South Tyrol

A soccer training camp of highest class in Rungg in Girlan 
| Eppan. The German National Soccer Team trained with 
coach Joachim Löw for two weeks in Eppan at the End of 
May until June 2018 for the World Cup in Russia.

ACTIVE
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TRAININGSLAGER  
2018

ACTIVE
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Put on the 
hiking shoes

Around 450 kilometres of well-marked hiking trails run through 
the varied Eppan landscape. Here are three highly popular 

hiking tips in their compact form.
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Eppan Castle hiking trip
This tour is relatively easy. The expe-
rience it leaves is absolutely excellent. 
This well-structured trail with a number 
of interesting stairs ascent and descent 
link the following places: Castle Korb, 
Castle Boymont and Castle Hocheppan. 
Each of these castles has been witness to 
the lifestyle of the Middle Ages. Each of 
them offers great panoramic views, plus 
great dining within its wall. A true El 
Dorado for children, as well as adults. 
Starting point if the idyllic suburb of 
Missian | Eppan.

Starting point: 
car park at the forest, about 3 minutes 
from Castle Korb
Trail numbers: 12 and 14,
Description: castle trail
Walking time: approximately 3 hours 
(with children a little longer) Difference 
in altitude: about 340 metres

From the Montiggl Lakes to the 
'Wilden Mann Bühel'
Pure relaxation in the Montiggl For-
est. There are two warm bathing lakes, 
lavish-green mixed forests and a biot-
ope, protecting nature, which soothes 
the soul of today’s stressed out popu-
lation. One of many beautiful hiking 
trips. Number 1 runs from the upper 
car park at the Montiggl Lakes, passing 
the large lake, leading in the direction of 
the smaller lake and the ‘Wilden Mann 
Bühel‘, a pre-historic settlement at an 
altitude of 650 metres above sea level. 
You will enjoy impressive panoramic 
views. Return journey along the Small 
Montiggl Lake is highly recommended.

Starting point: 
car park at the Montiggl Lakes
Route: Montiggl - Wilder Mann Bühel -
Montiggl Lakes
Trail numbers: 1, 1a
Walking time: approximately 2.5 hours 
Difference in altitude: about 250 metres
Length: approximately 8 km
(including the hole lake tour)

Along the Eppan High mountain 
road to buchwald
A demanding hiking trip along the 
dominant Mendelkamm mountain 
with absolutely excellent views. The 
Eppan high mountain road extends to 
14 kilometres (720 metres difference 
in altitude), which will take about five 
hours by foot. The length of the trail 
offers a number of variations: Start at 
Gasthof Steinegger (650 metres). Fin-
ish either at the steep markedout route 
to Furglau… or the more comfortable 
option to Matschatsch.

Starting point: Gasthof Steinegger
Trail numbers: 540 in the direction of 
Furglau, 9 along the Eppan high moun-
tain road to Buchwald 546, 8B to St. 
Valentin forest path
Walking time: approximately 3.5 hours
Length: approximately 8.5 kilometres 
Difference of altitude: about 500 metres

daily 

castle tours 

from April 

until November 

Information on numerous hikes and other activities is available at eppan.com

ACTIVE
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Swinging …

...on the Blue Monster Golf course in Eppan. At numerous 
golf tournaments on the par 70, 9-hole links golf course, 
golfers from near and far can compete in fair competition.

EVENT 

TIP!

ACTIVE
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Fire-side 
stories

Memories of Eppan, anarchy in the mountains, 
the special flair of the Messner Mountain Museum 

at Sigmundskron Castle and future projects – 
an interview with extreme mountaineer and 

museum founder Reinhold Messner.
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Mr. Messner, your museum at Sigmundskron Castle is sit-
uated directly on the municipal boundary between Eppan 
and Bozen. What is your personal connection with Eppan?
Reinhold Messner: I was a middle school teacher in Eppan 
more than fifty years ago. I lived there and did a lot of climbing 
in the area. Some of my brothers also taught in Eppan. At that 
time I used the walls of Sigmundskron Castle to train. When 
the idea of turning this place into a museum became official 
many years later, Eppan had to develop a new relationship 
these walls. There was a media campaign against you and the 
project, wasn’t there? Reinhold Messner: That’s true, but being 
a politically-minded person I wasn’t about to let myself be 
bullied by the media. Hardly anyone cared about the castle, so 
I put the idea to the local government of South Tyrol. Luckily, 
Mr. Durnwalder, the regional governor at the time, liked the 
idea of founding a mountain museum.

What makes this museum so special?
Reinhold Messner: We focus on the stories of the mountains 
– that’s what sets us apart from other museums. We’re not a 
museum of art or natural history. I wanted to give the cultural 
side of the mountains a platform. That was important to me. 
Much of its success is owed to the architect Werner Tscholl. 
The way in which he harmoniously combined modern fea-
tures with the old castle works very well. Today the Messner 
Mountain Museum (MMM) is a very successful project that 
attracts locals as well as tourists.

How does Reinhold Messner spend his holidays?
Reinhold Messner: My life is one big, long holiday. Whether 
I’m here in the museum or climbing a mountain or traveling 
through Antarctica – as long as I can get up in the morning 
and decide for myself whether I’m going to spend today writ-
ing, tomorrow in the Alps and the day after in Sigmundskron 
Castle as part of the “Stories around the Campfire” project, 
then I always feel like I’m on vacation.

Mr. Messner, you started writing your first book in Eppan, 
didn’t you?
Reinhold Messner: That’s right. My first book Zurück in die 
Berge (Back to the Mountains) was largely written in the 
evenings during my time as a teacher in Eppan. The book was 
then published by a South Tyrolean media company, which 
has since taken sides against me on many issues, including this 
museum. At one point I was quite the favorite at this media 
company and its most successful author. Then later at some 
event when I said that I had climbed Everest for myself and 

This year again, in collaboration with the Eppan Tourist Association, a series of storytelling evenings will be held on 6th, 
13th, 20th and 27th August 2019 in German and on 14th August 2019 in Italian. Start is at 19 pm in the MMM Firmian. The 
entrance fee for adults is €20 | children between 8-16 years €10 | children up to 8 years free of charge. Further informa-
tion at www.eppan.com

not for South Tyrol and that my handkerchief was my flag, 
everything fell apart. I went from local hero to traitor quite 
literally overnight.

Yet you would describe yourself as an anarchist …
Reinhold Messner: When I climb the north face of the Eiger, 
sometimes even alone, then I’m a pure anarchist – I decide 
everything for myself. Nobody can tell me what to do or what 
not to do: I can climb to the left or I can even jump, if I want 
to. I’ve been heavily criticized for saying that. But you have to 
understand what anarchy means. In Greek it means: power for 
nobody. I have no desire to exercise any power over anyone 
else, and I don’t wish for other people to exercise power over 
me. In anarchical societies everything just slots into place and 
it works. My children and I, for example, have an anarchical 
relationship.

What significance does Sigmundskron as a place have for 
the MMM?
Reinhold Messner: Sigmundskron is our administrative head-
quarters and attracts the most visitors. It’s also the biggest of all 
our museums and offers a good overview of what is presented 
in more depth at the other sites.

What can future visitors to the museum expect?
Reinhold Messner: There are so many ways we can use this 
space. By working together my daughter and I are constantly 
coming up with new ideas – like the Stories around the Camp-
fire project. Here in our little theater arena we light a fire and 
I tell stories. That’s how the narrative tradition started, after 
all. The bard comes home from some kind of experience, can’t 
read or write, doesn’t have a slide projector, so he builds a fire 
and tells his stories. This simple kind of event is a big win – for 
Eppan as well. 

PEOPLE
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WINE AND INDULGENCE in Eppan
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AKTIV

Carriage ride through the vineyards
Coachman Peter and his Haflinger horses take you on an 
exciting excursion around Eppan. During the horse-drawn 
carriage ride through the picturesque vineyards and idyl-
lic hamlets, young and old passengers will learn all sorts of 
interesting things about South Tyrol’s largest wine-growing 
community. One of the highlights is a stop at one of Eppan’s 
wine producers for a guided wine tasting. Some delicious fruit 
juices are available for the children.

The wine region of eppan
Just like grapes growing on a vine, Eppan and wine are inextri-
cably linked. A variety of excursions give wine enthusiasts the 
opportunity to experience the diversity and quality of Eppan’s 
wine-growing tradition for themselves. Whether at the Thomas 
Niedermayr organic winery, the vineyard of the ‘independent 
wine-grower’ Klaus Lentsch or St. Pauls winery—visits to the 
vineyards and tastings will give you a fascinating insight into 
the world of wine and viniculture.

Experience 
Eppan

Discover Eppan by 
horsedrawn carriage. Take 
tours through historic wine 
cellars. Visit castles and art 
parks. Take a cycle tour to 
the Montiggl Lakes. And 
entertain youngsters with 
Eppan’s weekly events 
programme.
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Fine spirits to savour
At the St. Urban distillery in Girlan | Eppan, fruit 
from the farm’s own orchards and vineyards is used 
to produce excellent eaux de vie and grappas. Once 
visitors have seen inside the production process, 
next on the itinerary is a tasting of these fine spirits. 
The Ortler distillery in St. Michael | Eppan likewise 
creates superb eaux de vie. A tour of the produc-
tion area and tasting of the distilled spirits allow 
enthusiasts to discover the secrets hidden behind 
the fabrication of these exceptional products.

FAMILIES in Eppan

An adventure for the whole family
Whether it‘s handicrafts or an exciting treasure 
hunt, there‘s something for everyone here: families 
can enjoy a colourful mixed programme with ex-
citing games. The little ones go with a guide on the 
search for the treasure near the Gleifkirche and can 
listen to the stories of the forest fairy. The creatives 
can plunge themselves at the farm with help of an 
adult  on tinkering with natural materials.

Weekly program
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CULTURE in Eppan

Hocheppan Castle
High above the municipality of Eppan, in the district 
of Missian, the impressive Hocheppan Castle stands 
proudly, a relic of days long past. The medieval 
fortress, with its pentagonal keep, offers fascinating 
panoramic views of the Etsch Valley. From an art 
history perspective, the castle chapel with its Ro-
manesque fresco cycle is outstanding, and is also 
known as the Sistine Chapel of the Alps. Exciting 
tours take place here every day except Wednesdays, 
and anyone looking for Robin Hood-style action 
can also let off steam with a bow and arrow on the 
archery course.

Hochfrangart art park
A walk through the Hochfrangart Art Park, which 
belonged to the late art collector and patron Karl 
Nicolussi-Leck, is an extraordinary experience. 
The impressive sphere of polished steel that stands 
proudly above the art park can be seen from far 
away. Despite its eight-metre diameter, this impos-
ing artwork can be rotated with astonishing ease. 
The private collection of sculptures also includes 
the dragon Dragobert, who greets visitors at the 
entrance, and giant trees which have been turned 
into colourful artworks.

Discover St. Pauls
The small wine village of St. Pauls | Eppan is pri-
marily known for its parish church, which owing to 
its size is also called the Cathedral in the Country. 
A tour of the church, including an ascent of the 
church tower, provides visitors with information 
on the history of this imposing edifice. Guided 
excursions through the historic streets also afford 
insights into the art, architecture, culture and cus-
toms of the village.

ACTIVE
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GET ACTIV in Eppan

Eppan mountain bike tours
Guided mountain bike tours and skills training 
sessions are available weekly from late March to 
October. These activities give bike riders the op-
portunity to discover the varied natural scenery 
around Eppan at its best, on sunny bike tracks and 
flowing trails. In the skills training sessions, riders 
will practise how to cope with single tracks and 
switchbacks, setting off and braking on a gradient, 
and how to deal with obstacles.

Vines, castles and stately homes
A relaxed walking tour through the municipality 
of Eppan affords visitors both the chance to marvel 
at picturesque vineyards and explore private cas-
tles and stately residences. Participants will learn 
thrilling facts and interesting anecdotes about the 
venerable country houses, castles and palaces in the 
region. In this fascinating landscape, your picnic, 
eaten beneath the vine leaves, will taste even better. 

Alpine forest bathing (April and May)
Our expert Martina will take you on a sensory 
journey through nature, where you will experi-
ence timelessness. Through several exercises your 
senses will be activated and gradually calmer, more 
balanced and perceive new things. At the end, you 
will enjoy a light lunch on the theme of the forest.

Ice Age in Eppan 
Discover myths, legends and power places together 
with our expert. Find out all you need to know about 
glaciers, porphyries and Dolomites. The refreshing 
conclusion is the immersion in the geological phe-
nomenon "ice holes".

Looking over the shoulder of the beekeeper
The fascinating world of bees: visit a beehive, get 
in touch with these busy little insects and taste 
some honey.

For more information about 
these and all other activities 
and gourmet experiences, 
please visit eppan.com/ 
weeklyprogram

WOCHEN-

PROGRAMM

Burgen | Seen | Wein

eppan.com 

Guided Segway Tour Montiggl - Girlan
Exciting ride with the Segway through the Mon-
tiggler Forest & Girlan. Each tour begins with a 
professional introduction to practice and theory, 
followed by lots of fun.

Mythical-mystical photo safari 
in the Montiggler forest
A myth or a legend can be used to find various 
motifs from a different perspective: stones with 
eyes, trees embracing each other or snake-like 
branches. No previous photographic knowledge 
required. Solid shoes, suitable hiking clothes and 
own camera necessary. 

Other weekly programme items

ACTIVE
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FAMILY 

TIP!Fun for young and old…

…promised! Jump into the cool water on summer days, 
take a walk or eat an ice cream at the jetty. You can 
experience that and much more at the Montiggl lakes.
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For four years now we have cultivated the new 
Envy variety, an apple from New Zealand which 

has taken the region by storm,’ says Georg Kössler. 
Mr Kössler, a resident of Eppan, is the chairman of 
the VOG, the association of the South Tyrol fruit 
cooperatives, with 16 cooperatives and a total of 
5,000 members under its wings. The actual apple 
variety behind the Envy trademark is the Scilate, a 
cross between Gala and Braeburn first cultivated in 
1985. It is streaked red, with very firm flesh, extra 
sweet, extra crunchy, and extra popular. Envy is 
a global cultivation project. In South Tyrol, the 
apple is cultivated on 120 hectares of land and has 
taken especially well to the Eppan region. The VOG 
enterprise sells its apples far beyond the domes-

tic borders: to Germany—traditionally the main 
customer—but also to Great Britain, Scandinavia, 
Spain, and even further to South East Asia. ‘Thanks 
to today’s cooling technology, apples from South 
Tyrol can travel a long way unharmed,’ says Mr 
Kössler. It used to be very different.

Traditional apples
Eppan has a long tradition of apple farming. In addi-
tion to animal husbandry, people in the Bozen area 
also pursued apple, vine, and pear farming in the 
mid-1800s. Even back then, apples were exported to 
Russia and southern Germany. But apples were not 
supplied to German and Italian wholesale markets 
until the Bozen-Innsbruck section of the Brenner 

Innovative apples
Not only do farmers in Eppan cultivate 
new apple varieties, they also come up 

with innovative ideas concerning South 
Tyrol’s showcase product.

TASTE AND ENJOY
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Railway line was completed in 1897. Around the 
turn of the century, both private trade organisations 
and organised cooperatives started to form. ‘The 
apple trade really started to flourish after World War 
II,’ explains Mr Kössler. Everything was in ruins, and 
the farmers were struggling to rebuild a livelihood. 
‘Apples were one of the products which made this 
possible.’ The favourable climate conditions and 
the high quality of the old and new apple varieties 
helped, of course. Nowadays, the farmers mainly 
focus on fruit-growing and viticulture. The culti-
vation area around Eppan is a very typical example 
of agriculture in South Tyrol, which is dominated 
by small-scale family businesses. ‘That is why local 
farmers are particularly committed: They want to 
bring out the best in their farmland,’ explains Mr 
Kössler. The valleys and hills all around Eppan 
are used to cultivate all the common South Tyrol 
apple varieties: mainly Golden Delicious and Gala, 
followed by Stark and Braeburn. But there are also 
new club apple varieties such as the crunchy Kanzi, 
Jazz, and Pink Lady. The latter, in particular, is very 
popular with customers. These purplish-red apples 
mottled a yellowish green are crunchy, firm, juicy, 
and cool. New varieties turn up on the shelves all 
the time; club apples are all the rage.

Crunchy, juicy, sweet
An apple sitting in a store and tempting customers is 
the result of hard physical labour and an enormous 
amount of time. Innovative thinkers from the South 
Tyrolean apple industry are constantly looking for 
new varieties all over the world and bringing them 
to South Tyrol. These are then tried and tested in 
test areas under different cultivation conditions. The 
Braun brothers at the KIKU company in Girlan | 
Eppan are also constantly working on new varieties. 
Their KIKU apples, streaked a brilliant ruby red, are 
crunchy, juicy, sweet, and ‘sexy,’ adds Jürgen Braun. 
There we have the ISAAQ, the purple red Crimson 
Snow, the Swing, or the Red Moon, an apple with 
red flesh which the company uses to produce red 
apple juice. Together with his brother Thomas, 
Jürgen Braun took up apple farming in the 1990s. 
Back then, his father Luis had visited a Fuji or-
chard in Japan, where he discovered the tree branch 
which would make the company what it is today. 
He brought the branch back to South Tyrol and 
conducted tests for years, selecting countless mother 
trees until finally the KIKU apple was born. Today, 
these newly cultivated varieties are farmed in more 
than 100 tree nurseries and orchards worldwide, 
including some businesses in the Eppan area. The 

brothers hold regular evening events for and with 
the young athletes they sponsor. Freestyle skiers and 
bikers, slackliners, motocross riders— really cool 
guys who help establish the brand, promote the new 
varieties, and, above all, make eating apples look 
cool. Their two-hectare test area is located in Girlan | 
Eppan. A total of 100 new varieties are grown here. 
Only a few of those make it onto the shortlist: They 
must be crunchy and juicy, strike a perfect balance 
between sweet and tart, and the trees must yield 
an appropriate harvest. The inventors of the ‘Hoila 
Cider’ also subjected their product to a myriad of 
tests before the first sparkling apple wine from 
South Tyrol was finally declared fit to be served.

Cooler than ever
Hoila gets by without any flavouring or colouring 
agents, preservatives, or sugar: All it contains is the 
juice of Braeburn, Granny Smith, Fuji, and Golden 
Delicious. ‘Each bottle contains the juice of South 
Tyrolean apples and nothing else,’ says Maximilian 
Alber. Born in Eppan, Mr Alber has always been 
in close touch with the apple business, even as a 
child. Strongly influenced by his roots, he developed 
Hoila Cider together with a few friends. In 2015, 
2016 and 2017 his cider won the ‘Sparkling Apple 
Wines, Apple Champagne, Apple Cider’ category at 
the Pomme d’Or tasting competition in Frankfurt. 
In 2018 it won also the gold medal at the World 
Cider Awards in Frankfurt and got at the same time 
the title of „best Cider of Italy 2018“. These days, 
Hoila is being sold well outside of South Tyrol. The 
international market is becoming increasingly im-
portant. Also for the VOG. Every year, South Tyrol 
produces more than one million metric tonnes of 
apples in excess of what can be consumed in the 
country. Therefore, South Tyrolean apples embark 
on long journeys year after year. The customers are 
delighted, because apples from South Tyrol are more 
popular and cooler than ever. 

Apple Seminar

Date: every Wednesday
Time: 10:00 am
Venue: Fruchthof Überetsch Cooperative 
Boznerstraße 69 Frangart | Eppan
Admission: free of charge
Registration at the tourist office required!
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Golden colors!

Autumn hikes on Eppan‘s paths and climbs. From manors and castles, 
over the idyllic mountain landscape to the Montiggl lakes in harmony 
with nature. Take part in the Castelmusika hike and experience a pleasant 
mixture of autumnal atmosphere, history and music.

EVENT 

TIP!

ACTIVE
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Imposing witnesses 
of the times
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Imposing witnesses 
of the times

Of the 800 or so historic buildings there are 
to discover in South Tyrol, some 100 castles, 

fortresses and stately homes are located in Eppan 
alone. Their ancient walls guard the secrets of a very 
turbulent history. Someone who has long grappled 
with these is Eppan resident Carl-Philipp Baron 
Hohenbühel. For 20 years, the independent agrono-
mist and local history enthusiast has been president 
of the Südtiroler Burgeninstitut (South Tyrolean 
Castles Association), an association which aims 
to preserve these historic buildings.

Boymont Castle
Today’s castle ruins were originally built as a res-
idence in 1235 by the Counts of Eppan. “The site 
had already been settled in the Bronze Age, how-
ever,” stresses Carl-Philipp Baron Hohenbühel. 
In 1425, the fortress was almost entirely reduced 
to rubble and ashes by arsonists. “Up to this 
point, the residence had been the jewel in the 
crown of Tyrol’s castles,” enthuses Hohenbühel. 
Yet after the fire, it was completely abandoned 
and fell rapidly into ruin. It wasn’t until 1977 that 
the site was purchased by Eppan’s former mayor 
Fritz Dellago senior, and renovated from scratch. 
Dellago also opened a castle tavern here, where 
medieval dishes can be sampled today.

Eppan is the area with the highest 
number of castles in the entire Alpine 
region. Each of these imposing 
structures nestled between hills and 
vineyards has borne witness to an 
eventful history.

OUT AND ABOUT
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Hocheppan Castle
Hocheppan Castle was constructed as a defensive stronghold in 1130 and 
destroyed in an attack on the papal legation under Henry the Lion. The 
fortress had numerous different owners – including the rulers of Tyrol 
and Emperor Francis I – and as a result often underwent alterations. “The 
castle has been back in the possession of the municipality of Eppan since 
2016,” states Hohenbühel. Hocheppan also comprises a second important 
edifice. “The Chalk Tower (Kreidenturm) forms part of the outer ward 
of Hocheppan Castle. Chalk fires were lit here at night to warn of ene-
my approach. They acted as a beacon, like the smoke signals of Native 
Americans,” explains Hohenbühel.

Moos-Schulthaus Castle
Moos-Schulthaus was constructed during the second half of the 
13th century as the keep for the Lords of Firmian zu Moos. “Follow-
ing many changes of ownership, the estate passed to the Lords of 
Schulthaus, who give the building its present name,” explains Ho-
henbühel. In 1959, businessman and art collector Walther Amonn 
acquired the castle. Since 2014, the South Tyrolean Castles Association 
has managed the Moos-Schulthaus Castle and Museum, which houses 
both a folklore museum and an art collection belonging to Walther 
Amonn. It also contains a further highlight: “The wall paintings of an 
inverted world in the hunting room of Moos Castle are unique, par-
ticularly the portrayal of the ‘cat-and-mouse war’ where the mice are 
victorious,” says Hohenbühel.

Hocheppan Castle, one of Eppan's landmarks.

Discover everything around the castle during a sightseeing tour.

OUT AND ABOUT
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The Bordeauxkeller 
in Eppan
Flair, charm and a stimulating atmosphere - that is what 
distinguishes us. We spoil you with an extensive range of 
over 1000 different wines and more than 200 labels of whis-
ky, rum, gin&co. Stop by and let the unique atmosphere 
convince you.

Monday to Saturday from 17pm - Wednesday closed.

Barbara&Philipp is looking forward to your visit.

Bordeauxkeller
Josef-Innerhoferstraße 14, 39057 Eppan 
Tel. 333 989 138
Bordeauxkeller.it
Monday to saturday from 5pm
Wednesday closed

Sigmundskron Castle and the Messner Mountain Museum.

Sigmundskron Castle
Sigmundskron Castle is arguably the most famous historic 
structure in the vicinity of Eppan, and is also one of the 
oldest in South Tyrol. The first historical mention of the 
castle dates back to 945, at which time it was still known as 
Formicaria, meaning anthill. In around 1473, Duke Sigis-
mund the Rich in Coin, the ruler of Tyrol, bought the castle 
and converted it into a fortress, renaming it Sigmundskron 
Castle. “The castle site is today primarily a symbol of South 
Tyrol’s pursuit of autonomy,” explains Hohenbühel, “since 
a legendary mass rally took place here in 1957 demanding 
autonomy for South Tyrol.” The Autonomous Province of 
Bozen/Bolzano – South Tyrol bought the castle in 1996, 
and since 2006 it has been home to the internationally 
renowned Messner Mountain Museum founded by extreme 
mountaineer Reinhold Messner. In the museum, Messner 
explores the topic of man’s encounter with the mountains. 

Information on Eppan’s castles, stately 
homes and wine estates can be found 
in the castles brochure or at
eppan.com/castles

Castles | Lakes | Wine

CASTLES,MANSIONS & WINE ESTATES

eppan.com 

OUT AND ABOUT
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The unique 
history of the 
Martinimarkt
For 200 years, the Martinimarkt on 11 November 
has attracted locals and visitors alike to Girlan | Eppan.

OUT AND ABOUT
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“In the past, a nice pair of oxen in the cowshed were 
worth as much as a Porsche in the garage is today,” 
says Wally Kössler. When the village chronicler was 
a child, her grandfather, a farmer at the Wegerhof 
farmstead, was the village’s unquestioned authority 
on oxen. His judgement of valuable cattle carried 
great weight in the community, especially on 11 
November. This was the day when the annual Mar-
tinimarkt (Saint Martin’s market), which in former 
times was a prominent cattle market, took place on 
the traditional Feast of Saint Martin in Girlan | Ep-
pan. It was a colourful event which brought people 
to the small wine village from far and wide – and 
not only for the purpose of trading livestock. “You 
could buy all sorts of things there,” says Kössler. 
Whether wool from Sarntal, handwoven fabrics, 
knitted socks or household items, the pedlars had 
everything that people needed to live. They came, 
not only from nearby Nonsberg, but also especially 
from the southern province of Trentino with fully 
laden carts to build their stalls in the small village. 
“Even if we ran quickly through the meadows from 
Frangart to Girlan in the late afternoon after school, 
the sellers would already be packing up,” remembers
Monika, who grew up in Girlan. The only thing 
that she and her friends would still be able to get 
for their few coins was white mandorlato – nougat. 
The sweet aroma of this Italian speciality from 
Verona, reminiscent of Turkish delight, today still 
drifts through the narrow village streets during the 
Martinimarkt. “Buying mandorlato at the Marti-
nimarkt is still compulsory today, just as it was 
then,” says Monika, laughing. The first traces of the 
historic market are found in documents dating from 
1543, in which the Girlinger Kirchtig (Girlan Feast 
Day) receives its earliest mention. Almost 300 years 
later, on 11 November 1838, the Martinimarkt was 
finally combined with the church feast in Girlan. 
Alongside Saint Wolfgang, the patron saint of the 

village is Saint Martin, whose story is learnt by local 
children whilst still at nursery school: as a soldier 
in the Roman army, he is said to have split his red 
cloak in two before the city gates of Tours in France 
and given half to a freezing beggar. During the night 
that followed, Christ appeared to him in a dream. 
Martin later left the military service and was named 
Bishop of Tours. Not only in Girlan | Eppan, but 
also throughout the whole of the Catholic world, 
Martin and his compassion are still remembered 
every year on 11 November with lantern-lit proces-
sions. Originally, it was not only the saint that was 
celebrated at the Martinimarkt in Girlan | Eppan, 
but also the end of the harvest season. Families 
would come together for a feast consisting of Knödel 
(dumplings), traditional sausages and cabbage. The 
liturgical year also ended on this day with the church 
provost completing his Abraitung (cost accounting), 
as did the farmers’ financial year with the payment 
of final instalments. “The farmers often imme-
diately frittered this money at the Martinimarkt 
and afterwards returned home empty handed,” 
remembers Monika. The Martini instalment is 
still paid out today, and there are still one or two 
farmers to be found at the 
Martinimarkt. Cattle are no 
longer a feature, however, 
and even the wares of the 
pedlars have altered. Only 
the sweet scentof mandor-
lato keeps the old memories 
alive for every visitor to the 
Martinimarkt.. 

IT IS NOT ONLY SAINT 

MARTIN WHO IS CELEBRATED 

AT THE MARTINIMARKT 

IN GIRLAN | EPPAN, BUT 

ALSO THE END OF THE 

HARVEST SEASON.

Traditional mar-
ket: the Girlinger 
Kirchtig (Feast of 
St. Martin) took 
place in Girlan | 
Eppan as far 
back as 1543.

The Martinimarkt traditionally takes place on 11 November 
every year.
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It feels a lot like Christmas…

…In the pre-Christmas period every village in Eppan is transformed 
into a small winter wonderland. The alleys of St. Pauls with their 
historic houses become a crib museum. St. Michael shines in the 
lantern light and the Christmas market invites you to rummage 
with South Tyrolean specialities and regional handicrafts. Girlan 
remains true to his passion even in winter. Works of art from the 
wood of the wine barrels decorate the streets. A special highlight is 
the comfortable carriage ride through the wintry Eppan. Countless 
shops, restaurants and bars invite you to stroll and shop.

EVENT 

TIP!
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Further information about events and dates can be found at eppan.com/events. 
Subject to change.

Throughout the year, Eppan offers tourists 
and other interested people a wide range 
of active, gourmet and cultural activities.

Summer

8th – 10th June Castelronda
21st June – 5th July Eppan Humor Festival
30th June Jazz in the castle of Hocheppan
6th July Gschleier wine tasting
Wednesdays in 
July and August Long shopping Wednesdays –
 Magical moments in Eppan
18th – 26th July Wine Culture Weeks
22nd July Patrozinium Hocheppan
August  Fire-side stories with Reinhold Messner
9th August Montiggler Weis(s)e
23rd August Girlan wine summer
24th August Haydn Orchestra
31st August Street fun on the red carpet

Exciting 
Eppan
Spring

12th – 14th April 9. Weinstraße Blütenrallye
13th – 14th April Sanvit Bike Festival
13th April Eppan Wine Day
14th April Castle festival Hocheppan
April / May / June South Tirol Balance
5th May  Street fun on the red carpet
10th – 12th May Eppan Oktoberfest
9th – 19th May Culinary week
May EppanBike Days
18th May EppanBike Panoramica
25th – 26th May Aroma Botanica Kongress

Numerous concerts from spring to autumn like the 
Eppan summer of song, from the Kulturkontakt Eppan 
and the Pauls Sakral.
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THE 

EPPAN 

EXPERIENCE

Autumn

12th October  The last grape load
12th October  Day of romanic – hocheppan
13th October  Street fun on the red carpet
20th October  Castelmusika
26th October  Prof. Winkler’s congress 
 about health
26th October  Jazz & Wine
October  Long shopping saturdays
11th  November Martinimarket

Winter

29th November 2019 – 6th January 2020 EppanAdvent
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Eppan Tourist Office
Rathausplatz 1
I-39057 St. Michael | Eppan
Tel. +39 0471 662 206

info@eppan.com
eppan.com

  facebook.com/eppan

 instagram.com/eppan_tourism

Castles | Lakes | Wine
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GIRLAN
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